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QCY T25 open ear wireless headphones (gray-orange)
Equip  yourself  with  headphones  that  can  accompany  you  during  your  most  intense  workouts.  The  QCY  T25  is  IPX5  waterproof  and
features an open-ear design for comfortable music listening. The 16-millimeter driver provides rich sound, further enhanced by acoustic
isolation, and DNS technology effectively suppresses noise for unobstructed phone calls. Thanks to Bluetooth 5.3, you'll  enjoy a stable
connection.  The  maximum  operating  time  of  the  equipment  on  a  single  charge  is  12  hours,  and  just  10  minutes  of  power  renewal
provides an additional 90 minutes with your favorite sounds.
 
Exceptional sound
Get extra motivation to exercise by listening to deep bass and richly detailed rhythms. The QCY T25 headphones are equipped with a
16-millimeter driver that enhances the quality of every song. In addition, you don't have to worry about disturbing those around you -
thanks to excellent noise isolation, no one else will hear your playlist. And what if someone disturbs your peace and quiet? No problem -
use the included earbuds, which effectively suppress noise.
 
Conversations without interference
Do you happen to receive an incoming call during your workout? You probably know how frustrating the communication problem can be
due to the ambient noise that often occurs at the gym. The QCY T25 headphones use DNS technology, which reduces unwanted noise
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and sounds for better quality when making phone calls. In addition, it only takes one press of the earpiece to start a conversation. Now
you can stay in touch with your loved ones without hindrance.
 
Created with attention to detail
The open-bone design increases the comfort and safety of the headphones, while eliminating the problem of blocking the ear canal. The
solution  used  also  allows  you  to  stay  in  touch  with  your  surroundings  -  so  you  can  run  freely  without  worrying  about  not  hearing
oncoming cars. In addition, the equipment remains stably in your ears even during physical activity and is IPX5 waterproof. The flexible
headband is made of soft and skin-friendly material, so it perfectly adapts to any head shape. The use of silica gel helped minimize the
risk of allergic reactions.
 
Stable connection thanks to Bluetooth 5.3
The QCY T25 headphones use a Bluetooth 5.3 chip, providing low latency and a reliable connection over a distance of up to 10 meters.
You can connect them to several devices at the same time and switch between them conveniently.
 
Workout accompanied by music
Don't worry about your headphones discharging at the wrong time. The T25 can run for up to 12 hours on a single charge, and with just
10 minutes of power renewal, you'll get an extra 90 minutes of gear.
 
More with the app
Download the dedicated QCY APP to adjust Equalizer settings, locate your headphones, enjoy the latest OTA updates and more!
 
Included
HeadphonesEarbudsCase for earbudsMagnetic charging cableUser manual
 
ManufacturerQCYModelT25Bluetooth  version5.3Compatible  systemsiOS  and  AndroidBluetooth  rangeup  to  10  mBluetooth  profilesHFP,
A2DP,  AVRCPBattery  capacity180  mAhOperating  timeapproximately  12  hoursCharging  portmagneticWaterproofIPX5Dimensions136.6  x
106.1 mmColorgray-orange

Preço:

€ 59.50
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